
 
 

Harvard chooses DEI over academic rigor—again 
 
Harvard appointed Claudine Gay to its presidency in spite of her thin scholarly record because 
she entrenched DEI programs in the university; it paid the price when Gay faced credible charges 
of plagiarism. Now Harvard is doubling down, appointing another DEI advocate with a history 
of research misconduct to help lead the search for Gay’s replacement. 
 
Dame Vivian Hunt was literally knighted for her studies supporting corporate DEI as managing 
partner at McKinsey. She’s now also President of Harvard’s Board of Overseers, meaning she 
has one of fifteen votes for Harvard’s new president and leads the body that can veto the 
outcome. Ms. Hunt is responsible for the popular belief that racial and gender diversity increase 
corporate profit. But her team’s influential series of studies making that assertion is riddled with 
self-serving errors, making her a poor choice to lead the search for academia’s top job. 
 
To start with, Dame Hunt’s argument that diversity causes profitability actually proves the 
reverse. Her most recent report, for instance, “is based on 2022 data on diversity in leadership 
teams and 2017-2021 data on financial performance.”1 So if a company thrived in a zero-interest 
rate environment then splurged on DEI, the correlation McKinsey draws would credit diverse 
executives for profit that not only predated them, but enabled their hiring. Hunt should have 
shown that companies with diverse leaders became more profitable, but she at best showed that 
profitable companies go on to hire diverse leaders. 
 
But she probably didn’t even prove that: a new peer-reviewed study found McKinsey’s famous 
results couldn’t be replicated.2 Finance professors looked at the entire S&P 500 and saw no 
correlation between racial and gender executive diversity and high profitability. The authors also 
found no connection between diversity and five other measures of financial performance. 
 
These devastating criticisms were published this March, but just like its rush to appoint Gay,3 
Harvard didn’t do its homework. Considering the Supreme Court’s recent ruling that Harvard 
illegally prioritized race in admissions, Hunt may well have been appointed in part because of 
her race and gender, combined with her status as “a voice for diversity and impact at scale.”4 But 
research like Gay’s dissertation and Hunt’s diversity studies provide crucial license for handing 
them the reins to academia. Those scholarly credentials therefore need to be examined.  
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As with Gay, a closer look at Hunt’s work reveals sloppiness, self-interest, and a belief that the 
ends justify the means.  
 
All three are exemplified by her first study, where Hunt’s team loosened the definition of 
statistical significance to find a correlation between diversity and profit. They write “P-values of 
.1 and under were considered statistically significant,” meaning that even by their own standard, 
there’s a 10% chance their correlation is nothing but noise.5 But crucially, the accepted threshold 
for significance is a p-value of .05—McKinsey doubled its margin for error. Any scholar whose 
work appealed to their personal definition of statistical significance wouldn’t keep their job long. 
 
Dame Hunt covers up this foundational flaw in later studies by massaging her dataset to achieve 
actual statistical significance. In McKinsey’s second study, it removes Canada from its dataset 
without comment and adds in eight other countries. In its third, it adds Norway, Sweden, and 
Denmark. Although some research has shown lower shareholder returns after Norway adopted 
boardroom gender quotas in 2006,6 McKinsey’s methodology turns possible weakness into 
strength, adding the wealthy, gender-diverse country to its dataset and then finding a stronger 
correlation between diversity and profit. 
 
As for Canada, as of the fourth report, it’s back in McKinsey’s dataset, having sat out the middle 
two. But this comeback raises more questions than answers. What principles determine whether 
McKinsey includes or removes Canada from its data? Did Canada go dark in 2015? Has it now 
rejoined society? Strangely, McKinsey lists Canada as a brand-new addition in its fourth study 
and pretends it was never in the first study at all.7 
 
The time periods Dame Hunt’s studies cover are equally mystifying—each successive report 
removes 1-3 years of data from the prior one, keeps the next 1-3 years, and adds on another 2-3 
years’ worth of data, with those numbers chosen seemingly arbitrarily. 
 
All these inexplicable methodological decisions are red flags marking a kind of research 
misconduct called p-hacking—popularly known as cherry-picking. What determines whether 
Canada gets put in one of these studies or not? Probably whether its presence in any given year 
strengthens or weakens the correlation McKinsey’s trying to observe.  
 
Claudine Gay was forced to resign over plagiarism, but Hunt’s brazen p-hacking is a far worse 
offense. The cost of Gay’s dishonesty is that other researchers failed to receive credit for their 
words. The cost of Hunt’s is that the Western world is reordering itself based on a faulty premise. 
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The diversity studies Hunt oversaw have8 become9 accepted10 wisdom.11 At Strive, we often 
encounter media, activists, and corporations who cite McKinsey’s studies to justify DEI policies. 
Goldman Sachs and the Nasdaq have imposed boardroom diversity quotas on companies to make 
sure they don’t miss out on all the profits McKinsey identified. 
 
Even more troubling, Dame Hunt’s flawed work is dictating public policy beyond the corporate 
sphere. Her studies of business diversity are often packaged with other research to argue that 
diverse teams in other arenas perform better as well. The military has become so convinced that 
diversity is critical to performance that it has heavily prioritized it in recruitment and promotion, 
contributing to a recruiting crisis.12 
 
Her research has also infiltrated workforce policy more broadly, despite the fact that the studies 
looked at executives alone. We’ve written about how the CHIPS Act’s efforts to onshore 
semiconductor production are being sabotaged by a litany of diversity requirements from the 
Department of Commerce.13 When asked whether Asian chipmakers were well-positioned to 
equalize female representation in construction, Secretary Raimondo simply said, “I consider it a 
fact that a more diverse work force is a more productive work force.”14 The constellation of 
erroneous studies underlying her assertion revolves around Dame Hunt’s shoddy work.  
 
Vivian Hunt’s research lacks rigor, but it’s done its job: it got her a damehood, reshaped the 
corporate world, and has now put her atop the academic one, selecting Harvard’s next president.  
 
One thing seems certain: it will be another DEI hire.  
 
 
Written by Strive Head of Research Chris Nicholson, Ph.d. and CEO Matt Cole. 
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